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Priority Shipping. User Name Remember Me? Cupholder armrest in a ?! So, I have a and an
armrest like this: I paid a pretty penny for this a while back since I dreamed of being able to put
a drink somewhere besides wedged next to the emergency break or in my lap on long trips. It
doesn't look possible to install underneath the stock e-brake cover. Has anyone seen one of
these on a car? Does it fit underneath the later e-brake covers with the seat belts on the
outside? I tried dry-fitting it and it looked like a no-go without some modification of the plastic
e-brake cover. I just picked up another cover so I really don't want to destroy it. Never done it in
a but that is the same one that is in my If u already have an arm rest then u have a better
chance. If u got a console ect from a junk yard out of a u may be able to make it work. Last but
not least when I had my I put the drink on the left side wedged between the door and the seat.
Current 91 turbo Its a turbo, its supposed to sound like that! From the look of those two
brackets, those might fit under the ebrake cover , to brace the plastic ebrake cover for the
weight of the armrest and the arm that'll be on it. Just my guess. It definitely looks like it's
supposed to fit that way, I just couldn't tell I might bring it in tonight and demonstrate the
problem with pics! Is it possible to makeshift a cupholder for the '89 ? Anywhere I put a drink it
just spills all over. Originally Posted by volvocatt. Originally Posted by 2turbotoys. Originally
Posted by VB Find More Posts by propav8r. I threw an adjustable cupholder on top of the
armrest in my It has a flat bottom and holes to mount. Reversable - should you not want them.
Out of the way - hang in the crook of your knee - not under your shifting arm. Downside; drinks
are at a slight angle. This could be fixed with a little more thought - but works for my lidded
coffee cup and water bottles. Originally Posted by xylopagus. Fits under the console. You have
to drill holes in the console top to allow for the mounting screws of the other bracket. Not

exactly the same, but perhaps these instructions will give some ideas. Find More Posts by
cleanflametrap. I've figured it out. It's the type where you have to drill 4 holes in the top of the
e-brake cover to get it to mount correctly. Currently, it's mounted with no e-brake cover since I
shattered mine in the process of figuring this out I'll post pics if anybody wants to see it.
Everything lines up perfectly, although it doesn't look like I can use the fasteners on the sides
near the seat belts and the rear ash tray. It looks like the top four will hold everything pretty
nicely, though. Here's how it looks from the factory in our ' Thread Tools. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. User Name. Remember Me? Find More Posts by xylopagus. Find More Posts by
rdpjr Find More Posts by volvocatt. Quote: Originally Posted by volvocatt Is it possible to
makeshift a cupholder for the '89 ? Originally Posted by Quin i improved my life by just getting
rid of my Originally Posted by 2turbotoys nipple farts. Originally Posted by VB Space time farts.
Visit propav8r's homepage! Find More Posts by psychoelf. Find More Posts by s. Quote:
Originally Posted by xylopagus Does it fit underneath the later e-brake covers with the seat
belts on the outside? Find More Posts by blu92in Find More Posts by tjanson. Find More Posts
by Breadbox. Posting Rules. This page will be most useful to the owners of '85 and older 's,
although some items are applicable to the newer 's as well. If you want to start working on your
car, you should get a repair manual preferably a Bentley, not one of those cheap ones. You
should also consider seeking advice on one of the internet forums, such as Swedishbricks
E-mail list or the Brickboard. A large part of the information here originated from such forums.
Most of the parts used to upgrade your car can be procured from a junkyard from more upscale
models, but I did not provide prices, because they will depend greatly on the location and type
of junkyard. Many of the early 's came without an airdam, and to me they look a bit naked. An
airdam will improve not only the looks, but also the aerodynamic and fuel efficiency of the car,
as it lets less air underneath the car, which is an area with significant drag. There are two main
kinds of airdams: the ones for aluminum bumpers and the ones for plastic bumpers. This GT
airdam fits the aluminum bumpers. Some cars with plastic bumpers have some sort of skirt
under the bumper, which is not really deep enough to be called an airdam - I assume this can be
removed and replaced with a proper airdam. The airdams for the post plastic bumpers should fit
the earlier type of plastic bumper. Some cars I've seen it on turbos, V6's also have a plastic
shroud that directs the air from the holes on the airdam up to the radiator. In hot climates this
can be pretty useful. Basically it separates the low-pressure area behind the spoiler for reduced
drag on the bottom of the car and reduced front end lift from the high-pressure area in front of
the radiator. Of course the GT airdam has no ventholes in the center like the later airdams,
require the later panel that directs air up to the radiator. When adding an airdam to an aluminum
bumper, you will need to drill some holes in the bumper. I think that plastic bumpers already
have the holes. The holes for the shroud should already be in the body maybe only '79 and later.
One caveat: Volvo warns that an airdam should be used only on cars with alloy wheels or '80
and newer steel wheels these have larger holes for ventilation. European cars had large
rectangular lights till '80, as the fenders and hood changed in '81 there to what the US got only
in ' All these setups are totally interchangeable, so if you like one better than your current one,
just get the parts and a wrench, and in an hour you'll have a different looking car. One has to be
careful if swapping in Euro-spec lights even if drop-in replacement for sealed-beams , as the
electrical connectors look the same and will mate up, but actually the wiring is different if I
recall correctly, only the quad-square sealed beams are different - an adaptor is available at
light suppliers, but it is preferable to rewire your connectors. Many people prefer the European
standard light E-code. The word is that not all H4's are the same - buy something from a
reputable manufacturer such as Hella, Cibie or Bosch. On my '80 , I went from the large
rectangular Euro lights back to the quad round so that I can fit some Cibie CSR's - these use the
latest in lighting technology and are a drop-in replacement for the small round sealed beams.
See Dan Stern's site for more details. For ''80 cars with the dual-round headlight setup, I highly
recommend replacing the sealed beams with quality H4 lights. If you use such high wattage
bulbs, especially in an older car, it is advisable to put a relay into the system so that not all the
juice goes thru your headlight switch. VClassics has a good article by OJ Rallye on lighting
here. For all kinds of good lighting info, check out Dan Stern's site. For a more detailed
description of headlight options on 's, check out Evan's Lighting Page. For '86 and later cars,
the choices are fewer. The best is to just replace the whole setup with E-code lights, but this
can be spendy, especially if one springs for the better quality Volvo stuff instead of the
aftermarket. Up to '79 most 's had mirrors that are not adjustable from the inside. It is easy to
upgrade these cars to the ''85 style mirrors, although even these can be hard to adjust precisely
- the 'on mirrors are much easier to adjust see below for tips on that upgrade. The old mirrors
are held with an allen screw behind the black triangular trim. You will need new triangular trim
with holes in them for the new mirrors conversely, racers who want to delete the passenger

mirror to save weight need the trim without a hole. The new mirrors are secured with a philips
screw in the stem of the adjusting knob. When removing the newer style mirror from a junk car,
watch for the small spring and other pieces that might fall. Some DL's came with no right-side
mirror: I recommend retrofitting one. I also stuck a small blind-spot mirror on both sidemirrors this way I don't have to turn around before changing lanes. Some cars did not come with a
passenger-side mirror, but one can easily be added by removing the blank trim inside and
outside, and following the steps above to add a mirror. Another possibility is to upgrade to the
''93 mirrors. Most of these are manual, but they were also available as power operated ones in
the last few years of production. I haven't done this type of conversion, but I hear that a hole
needs to be drilled in some older cars, and another needs to be enlarged. Otherwise removing
and installing these mirrors is straightforward once you realize that you have to pull the boot off
the adjusting lever to reveal the screws. One of the advantages of these mirrors is the
passenger side one is convex. If you desire a convex one for the driver's side, get one from
some place where they have right-hand-drive cars. This is an excellent way to reduce the
blindspot, and I'm sure it is illegal in the US, as the government must think people are too
stupid to deal with such abstraction. Our Volvo is so equipped in Hungary and it works great! A
different mirror upgrade would be installing power mirrors. The motor is prone to wear, so try
them out before you buy junkyard items. The original switches sit on the parking brake console,
but can be installed anywhere, like on the center console. If you pull most of the wiring from a
junker, then wiring shouldn't be too much of a problem. The system uses no relays. If you have
a '90 or earlier , and you need to replace your windshield, ask the glass shop to install a ''93
type windshield. It will actually be easier for them. If the shop is hesitant, they are probably not
very sure about what they are doing. I called around until I found a shop that was willing to do it
- they were actually very happy to learn that this works. The earlier windshields have the
molding held by plastic clips that have to be inserted between the windshield and the body
when the windshield is installed. With time these clips break, and the molding becomes loose in
places. The newer type windshield just has a flat plastic molding that is better looking, is flusher
with the body, and therefore produces less windnoise. I just want to provide a quick summary of
wheels, and some others that will fit. Most 's came with 14" steel wheels. Then there was a
pretty ugly plastic cover that covered almost the whole wheel, with a lot of fins on the outside
rim. The later cars had a nice one-piece plastic hubcap. As far as alloys, there were two kinds of
optional 5-spoke 14x5. They are nice-looking, but they are useless to the performance
enthusiast due to their small size. Very good looking wheel in my opinion I have had several
sets on various cars, you can see them on my old GT , and quite common, too. These are the
wheels for the performance enthusiast on a budget. GL's in the late 70's started wearing the
spoke 14" alloys. These wheels are pretty hard to clean, tend to loose their hubcaps, and are
pretty ugly in my opinion. They can easily be retrofitted into sedans by removing the shock
absorber, which will let the trailing arm fall. Once the mm nut that holds the spring to the trailing
arm is undone, the spring can be removed. Wagon springs will help when carrying heavy loads
or towing with a sedan. However, they should not be a solution for a sagging rear end - that is
usually caused by deteriorating trailing arm bushings, not weak springs. It is a lot harder to
obtain stiffer front springs. Only some GT's had these: to the best of my knowledge, some '78's
and all '79 had them, but no '80's. My '78 GT does not have them. Diesels had longer front
springs to carry the heavier engine. These springs will make the front of a non-diesel car sit
abnormally high - not good unless you are going off-roading! Many of the less sporty models
came with very thin swaybars, which allow a lot of bodyroll in corners common setups include
mm front bars and mm rear bars. This not only decreases driver confidence, but it might disturb
the tire's contact patch, as the tire is tilted from the vertical along with the whole car. In
addition, wagons came with a very thin 14 mm rear swaybar or no swaybar at all in the first few
years , as the stiffer rear springs already provide additional roll stiffness. In general, adding roll
stiffness with stiffer springs or swaybars to the back will bring handling closer to oversteer,
while adding roll stiffness to the front will bring it closer to understeer. The stiffness of a
swaybar increases with the 4th power of diameter, so even a small increase in diameter should
bring noticeable results. The handling balance can also be fine-tuned by changing the tire
pressures in the front and rear tires in comparison to each other. Adding the swaybars of a
Turbo sedan is an economical way of upgrading any These are 23 mm in the front and 21 mm in
the back. This setup is still safely biased toward understeer. If the car is a sedan, adding the
stiffer wagon springs should bring the balance closer to neutral. The only rear swaybar found
on US-spec cars that is thicker than the Turbo ones are the bars found on '79 GT's, which were
23 mm thick. These cars also had stiffer front springs, which allowed the use of a moderate, 21
mm front swaybar. This '79 GT setup is said to be the best-handling factory package. IPD
manufactures some after-market swaybars for all models of Volvos, 's included. Both of their

setups have a 25 mm front bar, one with a 22 mm rear bar and one with a 25 mm rear bar. I
would recommend the less aggressive setup to most, except for the very aggressive drivers and
occasional racers. This could be cured with a limited slip differential, but it is easier to fit a
softer bar and stiffer springs. These braces were standard on some '78 and all GT's in the US.
However, all '79 and later cars have the appropriate holes in the firewall, so installation is a
snap. IPD There were also lower strut braces fitted to some cars, and my '78 GT is so equipped.
These braces connect the rear a-arm mount to the crossmember, right under the front pivot for
the a-arm. These should be really easy to make, as it's just a piece of steel tubing flattened at
the two ends. Holes need to be drilled in the car, too. I will just provide a very quick overview of
engine mods: The easiest engine modification is to change your camshaft: in the US there are
high-performance ones available from IPD or from Canadian junkyards. The IPD VX-3 cam has
the advantage of being emissions compliant, while the K and H cams from the B23E motors
sold in Canada for a few years will not yield acceptable idle emissions although they will yield
more power. All three of these cams while increasing power will transfer the power band further
up the engine's speed range. One way to counter this is to install an adjustable or offset cam
gear. IPD sells an adjustable one, but I keep mine at the maximum advanced setting all the time
6 degrees, I think , so for most people it'd be cheaper to just get a timing gear with holes offset
by 6 degrees. I've seen them for sale, but I'm not sure where. If you have a with a B21F ' B23F's
came in two variety: the ones fitted to automatic cars had a Fortunately, these higher CR's
B21F's had 8. This means that one can just drop a B23 block in a B21F-equipped car, and just
bolt the original cylinder head to it. I have done that with two cars already. To use the B23's
head, one would have to convert to the LH-Jetronic injection used with those heads, as they
don't have the holes required for the K-Jetronic injection of the B21F's. Note that a car with
Parts needed: the window regulators with the motors, wiring with relay, armrests with switches
or console switches, doorpanel for the different switches or plug to plug up the hole where the
window winder used to be. The regulators with the motors should just bolt in place of the
original manual regulators. I highly recommend taking the whole wiring from a donor car. If the
switches are positioned in the dash, then the armrest need not to be changed, but it might be
hard to find the switches for the center console. The power window armrest use an additional
mounting point, but a new doorpanel is not necessarily needed. One can just cut a hole in the
existing one, and drill a hole in the door structure for the new screw. The biggest challenge
might be to get all the wiring through the rubber boots connecting the doors to the body. It is
actually impossible with the earlier thin boot, which also connect to smaller holes than the later
setup. A quick note for both power and manual windows: lubricating the interior door window
winder gears is a good idea every few years. Tighten the screws that hold the regulator in place:
they tend to work their way loose. A bit of removable thread lock might be a good idea. For the
original Volvo setup, no solenoid is needed in the driver's door. To install a remote entry
system, though, a fourth solenoid for the driver's door is needed. The stock system is activated
by either of two switches: one on the stem of the driver's door's lock button, and one on the
lock cylinder. It is easy to retrofit either or both of these switches to the passenger door, so that
the power locks can be operated from that door, too. As always, the best course of action is to
take the setup from a donor car intact with all the wiring - saves a lot of labor if the wiring only
has to be put in place, instead of thought out from the ground up. This feature will work on the ?
The place for the little motor should be there in all trunk lids of this type. The motor just bolts in,
and connects to the lock linkage. It has a 2-wire connector. One gets constant voltage just tap it
from the trunk light's wire and the other gets voltage only when the button in the glovebox is
pushed. Therefore, you have to run a wire from the fusebox to the button, and then from the
button back to the trunk motor. In my GL, there was an antenna cable going to the trunk, with an
additional wire attached to it. This serves the power antenna, but that was not fitted to this car,
so I used the extra wire to carry the signal to the trunk. To install the button, the glovebox needs
to be removed. Cars without this feature have a blank covering the hole for the switch. Some
cars with this feature also have a nice pictogram depicting the function of the button, don't
forget to install it with the button! Up to the early 80's, most 's came with a steering wheel big
enough for a whaling boat, while GT's, Turbos, later GL's, and all the later cars '86 and later? I
upgraded all my cars to the smaller wheel, as with the power steering, the large diameter is
hardly needed. The only possible downside is that it might obscure some of the instruments for
people of certain stature. To change the steering wheel, you will need a large 22mm? Just
remove the center trim, and you should be able to put the socket in with an extension. Make
sure that the steering wheel is exactly straight before you remove it, and that you don't turn the
shaft while you remove it. Then just refit the new wheel in the same position. These are
available both for the early and the later style headrests. In fact the cushions from 's fit the later
style headrests just fine. These cushions make the headrests a lot more comfortable when

resting your head, and might also make a difference during a rear-end impact, as the headrests
themselves are pretty hard and a bit too far back. I don't know of any easy sources for the
earlier style cushions, I see only the later ones in the junkyards, but they do turn up on the
internet from time to time. Some dealers might also have some remaining stock, the part
number on the blue ones I got is Both sedans and wagons can be retrofitted with this important
safety feature, but both are rare in junkyard, the wagon ones especially so. For a sedan, once
you have the headrests, it is very easy to add them, as all the holes are already in place. They sit
on the shelf behind the seat, and the legs stick down into the trunk, attached to the seatback
beams. The only holes that need to be drilled is in the shelf cover. The metal beams holding the
shelf and the beams behind the seat also have the holes for securing the legs. D about it. Here's
my understanding of the procedure:. Purchase a set of 4" guide bushings part Examine the top
of the rear seat and drill a small exploratory hole. There is a metal frame with an upside-down
flat "U" cross-section that runs along the top of the seat: there are no obstacles to the
installation of the guide bushings. After cutting four small holes in the vinyl seat fabric, drill four
properly positioned 0. Then insert the guide bushings. Now you can slip on the rear headrests
of an '89 or later After reading the above, I had the opportunity to dissect a seatback with the
headrests, and based on what I saw, I would advise against installing headrests into a seatback
that came without them. The setback with headrests has two metal channels that the legs slide
into. If the car is severely rear-ended, the force of the head will push the headrest back. If these
channels are not present, the legs of the headrest might poke thru the seatback, possibly
injuring the occupant. I took the whole headrest-seatback setup, and installed it in my wagon.
Replacing the upholstery is a pain, but it's doable. While in Europe, I saw a different kind of rear
headrest for wagons: it's the semi-hard plastic material resembles that of the sedan rear
headrests, but it runs through the width of the car, so it's wide enough for the three rear
passengers, and attaches to the dog-gate or an frame in place of the dog-gate. The system did
incorporate a 4th gear sensor, so if one shifts out of 4th, the OD disengages. But if one shifts
back into 4th without sliding the switch back, then the OD wants to engage as soon as the
shifter is in 4th. To avoid this problem, the latter setup includes a relay and a pushbutton on the
shifter. This setup can be retrofitted to earlier cars. The relay turns off the OD once the shifter is
moved from 4th, and does not engage it again until the button is pushed again. I highly
recommend getting all the wiring from the junkyard along with the relay and shifter knob, as it
will make the job a lot easier. A wiring diagram of both setups is also useful, as for example the
current goes through the 4th gear switch and the shiftknob switch in the early setup, while both
just send a signal in the later setup the 4th gear switch sends a ground signal. If the knob itself
is worn, it won't fit tightly on the stick. A replacement knob is the solution. I think that earlier
and later sticks are different, as the location of the slot was changed from the rear to the side,
but this still allows the installation of the newer knob. It is pretty easy to add a tachometer to
any , whether it has the older or the newer dash. With both types, the instrument panel has to be
removed to add one. The older style dash has a blank panel held with three screws in place of
the tach. Remove this and slide the tach in place. It will mate to two connectors that supply
current and ground. The center connector will have to wired to the coil, or to the coil signal wire
going to the fuel pump relay white-red wire. With the newer style dash, the clock has to be
removed, and the tach slides in its place. This clock is powered and lighted by a 3-wire loom
attached to the back of the tach. However, these small clocks seem to be less durable than the
big ones: some of them don't work, others stop below certain winter temperatures. As a
side-note, a mm tach that fits to the right of the instrument panel was an option for cars with the
large clock, but these are quite rare. It is also quite easy to add a voltmeter or any other 2-inch
52mm instrument to the '81 and newer cars with the newer dash, as they can be mounted in
place of the two blank panels to the left of the instrument panel. One common setup would be to
have a large tach in the IP, and a clock and a voltmeter in place of the two blank panels. The
voltmeter can get the voltage for the lighting from the clock, but the measured voltage should
come from the fusepanel. Appropriate trim for the 2-inch gauges is needed, as well as 3 rubber
"feet" to hold each gauge still. Voltmeters, oil pressure and oil temperature gauges in the 2-inch
size can be found in junkyards in some VW's, Porsches, and such of course, the pressure and
temp senders are needed. To add more gauges, a 3-gauge panel from a Turbo can be added this
takes up the upper radio location, usually occupied by a storage area in the pre cars. In the
Turbos this holds a voltmeter, oil pressure gauge and a vacuum boost gauge. The appropriate
vacuum gauge for a normally-aspirated cars was available as an option, called a fuel-economy
gauge. So there are a total of five slots for extra gauges in a later , unless one has a radio up
there. To fill in all the five, such things as ambient temperature gauge or oxygen sensor output
can be added. I have seen some cars with a total of 7 or 8 gauges, the additional ones residing
on a pod above the dash. It is harder to add extra instruments to 's with the earlier dash. I've

seen pods mounted on the two sides of the steering column, and that certainly works fine.
There was also an optional pod that could be mounted on the top of the dash, but I have never
actually seen one. I have seen pictures of a '75 with three gauges mounted into the dash, on the
section above the clock. I drilled a 2-inch whole there and mounted a voltmeter back before I
converted my to the newer type dash. It is not easy, as after about 1 inch of foam, there is some
metal backing that's not easy to cut away. If the dash is out of the car, than the metal backing
can be easily cut away with pliers. This is a pretty simple operation. You need to swap the rotor
and the calipers, and then bleed the system, and that's it! This is also a good time to flush all
the old fluid out of the system and to replace the brakehoses, if needed. Fluid replacement is an
often missed maintenance procedure. Brake fluid absorbs water no, the brake system is not a
closed system , which can corrode calipers and other parts. The water also boils at a lower
temperature, and if it does, the brakes will loose most of their effectiveness. The wires to the
alternator and oil sender are normally routed under the front of the engine where they are
exposed to heat, oil from leaking seals, and road debris if the belly pan is missing. The fix is
relatively easy. The wires for both the alternator light and the oil pressure light go into a gray
connector behind the intake manifold on the firewall. These connectors can be opened up, and
the desired wires removed. Remove the wires for the two wires in question, and cut the last two
inches off. Solder these to two new wires heat shrink tubing also works , and put them back in
the connector. Route the new wires along the firewall and then along the right inner fender. On
my car I routed them to the appropriate connections from under the coolant expansion tank. It is
also a good idea to put the wires in the some plastic wiring tubing one can buy at some auto
stores. These are also used extensively on some Japanese and American cars, so a junkyard
might also be a source. Some find it helpful to install a filter in the low pressure return line from
the steering rack. This helps reduce wear from metal being suspended in the fluid - seems like a
good idea with many high-mileage 's needing a steering rack. IPD sells these filters for power
steering and auto tranny fluids, but I hear that they can also be found in some general auto
parts stores. Flushing the front of the radiator and AC Condensor annually is a good idea to get
dirt, bugs, etc. Just use a garden hose and spray first from the back of the radiator. Then loosen
the top radiator retainers and move the radiator back a bit so you can clean out the debris
between the radiator and the condenser. Last, remove the grille and clean the front side of the
condenser. A small electric fan in front of the AC condenser helps when the car is in city traffic.
The late Turbos and a few other high-end models had these fans from the factory, so it is
possible to pick them up at a junkyard. Keep the cowl vent area in front of the windshield clear
of leaves and make certain the rocker panel's front entrance near the rear of the front fenders
stays cleared of leaves and such. Often the debris into the cowl vent finds its way into the
rocker panels causing them to rot from the inside out: tannic acid in the leaves does a number
onthe rockers! You can get into the rocker panels from the inside of the car if you pull the sill
covers and then the carpet is pulled back and find plastic plugs. If you remove these, you can
insert a garden hose to try and flush out any larger debris in the rocker panel at the front.
Regular inspection of the door and rocker panel drain holes is something that is also needed.
Annual inspection of the undercoating on the floor and underside of the car is important. You
can remove any loose undercoating and reapply it if there is no rust. The transmission fluid in
automatic transmisssions needs to be replaced regularly. Volvo says that manual transmission
cars are "filled for life". But wonders just how long this "life" is supposed to be? With many of
our cars having over thousand miles, replacing the tranny fluid in a manual transmission is
hardly a bad idea. Many people experienced smoother shifting and improved overdrive
operation with this stuff. All the 's sold in the US were fuel injected. From about '78 all cars
incorporated an oxygen sensor in this system to optimize the fuel mixture based on the oxygen
content of the exhaust gases. Cars from about '78 till at least '85, if not later, were equipped with
a simple mechanical counter that was connected to the odometer, and once it reached a preset
number of miles 15k, 30k? Nowadays we know what they didn't know back then: oxygen
sensors last a lot more than 30k miles in a properly tuned engine. To reset the light, just find the
counter module, usually attached somewhere under the dash below the instrument cluster. If
you have a hard time finding it, just follow the second cable emanating from the speedo, and it'll
lead you to it. There is a button on this module that will reset the light. However, my favorite
solution is to unplug and chuck the whole module instead of resetting it every 30k miles. This
will reduce the drag on the already feeble odometer assembly. To remove the unit, the cable has
to be undone at the back of the speedo, and the wires going to the instrument cluster have to be
unplugged. Don't forget to check your oxygen sensor, though, if you experience increased
consumption, rough idle, or fail an emission test! The rear trailing arm bushings on the 's are
each is pressed into two loops that are welded to the rear axle. Volvo has a special tool for this
job. I borrowed one from a friend and made some diagrams of it in case someone wants to

machine one of these beauties. Also, the new bushings have a taper on one end, make sure to
fit that into the loops first. Last, don't forget to put a spacer between the two loops or they'll be
bent by the bushing removal. Weight is the enemy of performance and economy. Minimizing the
weight of your car will help you accelerate better, corner better, and will improve your fuel
economy. Emptying the trunk of unneeded junk is the first step many drivers should take
toward minimizing weight. This usually comes down to a compromise, as some basic tools and
spare parts should always be in the car. Many older 's in the US have inoperable air
conditioning systems. Owners of such cars should decide if the system is ever going to be
repaired. If not, the system can be removed. From under the hood, the compressor, the drier,
and the condenser can be removed, along with all the associated hoses. Fanatics can dig under
the dash to remove the evaporator, too. To remove the compressor on cars equipped with
power steering, a different bracket is needed to secure the PS pump to the block. The brackets
on the pump including the ones bolted to the pump and the plate securing them to the block are
totally different from the AC setup, so make sure you get everything from the donor car. The
large aluminum bumpers "commando" bumpers on the earlier cars also contribute considerably
to weight. For everyday driving I elected to keep mine due to their excellent strength, but for
autocrossing I was planning on removing my GT's bumpers, and just bolting up the plastic
skins from the later cars in their place. Anthony Hyde from Australia has a great page on
lightweight bumpers. Anthony has a seriously modified Turbo, described on his specifications
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WeatherTech Products for: Volvo Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and
scratches Used as a step to reach vehicle roof Additional styles and sizes available. Shop Now.
Fits into any automotive cup holder Supports a wide range of mobile devices Additional
accessories available. Durable, heavy-duty design Stepped lip design fits license plates snugly.
Heavy-duty, custom fit indoor and outdoor car covers Protects vehicle surfaces from damaging
sediments and hazards. Contains and organizes trunk area cargo Grippy underside prevents
cargo from sliding. Ultimate line of automotive care and cleaning products Specially engineered
formulas that provide superior protection. Great for work or home Supports a wide range of
mobile devices. TabletHolder Desktop Tablet Holder. Great for kids and adults, at work or at
play Supports a wide range of tablets. No Reviews. Adheres to flat, smooth surfaces like mirror
or glass Supports a wide range of mobile devices. Interior Protection for your Volvo Heavy-duty,
durable coated polyester fabric. Machine washable! Durable fabric designed to repel liquids and
protect against scuffing. Trim-to-Fit Floor Mat Semi-universal vehicle mats. Just trim it to fit it!
Traps fluids and debris from vehicle flooring. Heavy duty universal car mats. Semi-Universal
design Features reservoirs and ridges for trapping fluids and debris. Fits almost all factory
vehicle cup holders Catches and contains spills. Exterior Protection for your Volvo Custom-fit
UV-resistant outdoor car cover Features enhanced water-resistant acrylic fiber material Choose
from three color options. Custom-fit heavy duty indoor car cover Shields vehicle from settling
sediment, moisture and other hazards Choose from six color options. Fits into any automotive
cup holder Supports a wide range of mobile devices. The CupFone with Hand Sanitizer Holder
allows you to safely, quickly and conveniently access your hand sanitizer. The CupFone Two
View has all the same features as the original CupFone, plus it allows users to view their phone
in both portrait and landscape modes. Fully adjustable! The DeskFone Two View has all the
same features as the regular DeskFone, plus it allows users to view their phone in either portrait
or landscape modes. FaceShield Air for your Volvo Germ Protection for your Volvo Protects
your personal items from germs and damage Perfect for home improvement projects,
organization, hobbies, keeping bathrooms safe and much more Keeps virtually anything that
fits safe, organized and easy-to-find Easy to fold up for on-the-go use. The CupFone Hand
Sanitizer Holder attaches easily to your CupFone, to allow you to safely, quickly and
conveniently access your hand sanitizer. Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and
scratches Used as a step to reach vehicle roof Measures 12" wide. Extra wide design for added
protection Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Measures 24" wide.
Solid aluminum, corrosion-resistant design Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents
and scratches Measures 12" wide. Solid aluminum, corrosion-resistant design Defends
bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Measures 24" wide. American-themed
design Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Measures 12" wide.
Impact-resistant design that works as bumper protector Virtually unbreakable composition.
Dries vehicle in one-third the time of normal applicators Will not leave streaks or scratch
painted surfaces. ClearFrame Clear, durable one-piece frame that protects license plates.
Virtually indestructible clear license plate frame Optimum resistance to weathering Available in
17 colors. Virtually indestructible Optimum resistance to weathering Low profile design. High
clarity, epoxy laminated, woven carbon fiber Smooth glossy finish. Solid, one-piece stainless
steel frame PlateSpacer supports plate and frame away from car body. Titanium License Plate
Frame Solid titanium frame protection. Custom machined titanium billet frame Weather and
corrosion resistant. Solid billet aluminum low-profile license plate frame Made from
American-sourced raw materials Available in two colors. Solid billet aluminum low-profile
license plate frame Made from American-sourced raw materials Available in four colors. Durable
Spandex cotton fabric Available in Black or Red. Keeps batteries charged when not in use
Monitors battery condition to keep it functioning properly. Trim-to-fit belts Durable, waterproof
recycled material Available in 14 colors. TechFloor Flooring for Home and Business. Holds up
to 19 oz. All-Purpose Mat Multi-use mat for everyday living. Heavy-duty material protects against
everyday messes Raised outer lip keeps spills, leaks and more contained for easy cleaning.
OutdoorMat For Home and Business. Heavy duty non-slip mat for exterior entryways Features
semi-rigid cones to remove debris from footwear Available in four colors. IndoorMat For Home
and Business. Heavy duty non-slip mat for interior entryways Traps and contains fluids and dirt
from foot traffic Available in four colors. Designed to funnel messes away from footwear Great
solution for storing messy footwear Available in four colors. Protects your cabinet interiors
from spills and leaks Great for kitchens, bathrooms and utility rooms Available in two colors.
Catches liquid overspills Helps prevent scratches and water leaks Available in three colors.
WeatherTech Coasters Surface Protection. Surface protection from heat, spills and
condensation Inspired by signature WeatherTech floor mats. Pet Accessories for your Volvo
Various sizes allow you to pick the perfect size for your dog or cat. Raised outer lip keeps spills,

leaks and more contained for easy cleaning. Single High Pet Feeding System Raised dog bowl
or cat bowl, perfect for outdoor patios or as an in-house extra. Single bowl feeding station or
water station for dogs and cats. Raised outer lip keeps spills and leaks contained for easy
cleaning. Multiple bowl sizes and colors! Choose the perfect one for your pet. Compact size
makes this system ideal for trips to the park or bringing along on road trips and vacations.
Ergonomic design provides easy access for food and water. Adjustable and expandable
Fastens securely to interior - no tools or drilling required Made in the USA. Pet Partition
Heavy-duty, seatback travel barrier keeps your dog safe in the back seat, so you can focus on
the road. Portable heavy duty pet ramp for elevated vehicles Non-slip surface for added traction.
EasyRamp Perfect for larger vehicles and for older pets. Easy to assemble and use Super
strong with a lb. Pet Safety Harness Keeps your pet safe and secure while on-the-go. Functions
as a seat belt for your pet Available in 7 different sizes. Quickly stores your Pet Barrier Easy to
carry and stow away. Racing Team Apparel for your Volvo Official Racing Team Gear Stylish
design in long and short-sleeved options. Gift Cards for your Volvo Gift Cards. Perfect gift for
any occasion Only available through WeatherTech. We're sorry, we didn't recognize the Zip
code entered. Please try again. You are now leaving WeatherTech. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This cup holder is
designed to match the fit, appearance and function of the original part on specified vehicles,
and is engineered for durability and reliable performance. Vehicle model years this part fits be
sure to check your vehicle trim using the Amazon garage - [Volvo C , , , , , , , ] - [Volvo S , , ] [Volvo V , , ]. With thousands of convenient small parts available almost everywhere, you can
quickly get the components you need. Skip to main content. Consider these available items.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Dorman
Store. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1. Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our brands. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the
manufacturer. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Great economical replacement for the OEM
product. Unfortunately it's just as flimsy and cheaply made as the original product. The fingers
that fold are so weak that taking a right hand turn throws your cup right through them spilling
your drink. That's why no five stars. Would have been perfect if they'd beefed those up a bit but
they are a way to replace your original without breaking the bank. Great YouTube video will walk
you thru what's needed for replacement. This item actually holds drinks better than the factory
original. Fits well. Does what its supposed to do. One person found this helpful. This was easy
to install and exactly the same as the original. Packaging or design seems inadequate. Product
fit as advertised. It fit the description. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart.
Swedish Car Parts. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract,
and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics
for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. At eEuroparts. Our easy to use online catalog allows you to
quickly browse for genuine, aftermarket, and OEM Volvo interior parts. If you're having trouble
finding the Volvo interior parts you're looking for among the top Volvo interior parts below, try
narrowing your search with the Vehicle Selector above. Simply set your year, make, model, and
engine. When your vehicle is set, the Volvo interior category will return only the parts that fit
your specific car. Still can't find what you're looking for? Email us at Contact and one of our
knowledgeable customer service experts will help you find exactly the Volvo interior parts you
need. We can even special order your parts if they are not in stock. Note parts in this listing may
not fit your selected vehicle or you may have no vehicle selected. To be certain you are buying
the correct parts for your car please use the vehicle selector above to set your vehicle. Contact
eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple

car options. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine
or trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item
requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the
Special Order policy. Volvo Interior Parts At eEuroparts. Over parts found for "Volvo Interior
Parts". Add to Cart. Accelerator Pedal Cover Manual Trans. Auto Trans Shift Boot. Auto Trans
Shifter Knob. Auto Trans Shifter Knob Leather. Blind Rivet. Brake Pedal Pad. Button - Luggage
Cover. Cap - Parking Brake. Center Console Beige. Center Console Armrest - Hinge. Center
Console Armrest Tray - Upper. Center Console Cover. Center Console Entertainment System
Mount. Center Console Sliding Cover. Cigarette Light Socket Plug. Cigarette Lighter Plug.
Cigarette Lighter Socket - Rear. Clip Oak. Clip - Door Warning Light. Column Cover - Upper.
Cruise Control Servo. Dash Trim Cover. Door Latch Grommet. Door Light Lens. Door Lock
Bushing Beige. Door Lock Bushing Charcoal. Door Lock Bushing Gray. Door Lock Rod
Grommet. Door Panel Clip. Door Panel Clip Gray. Door Panel Clip Red. Door Panel Mounting
Clip Beige. Door Seal - Front Driver Side. Door Seal - Front Passenger Side. Door Seal - Rear
Driver Side. Door Seal - Rear Passenger Side. Door Stop - Front. Door Trim Cap Oak inside door
pull. Door Trim Cap beige
2006 mercedes amg
truck repair manual
2002 nissan altima fuel pump
inside door pull. Electric Seat Drive Cable. Flange Screw. This item is a universal fit part so
some modification or adaption may be required to install. Frame - Driver Side. Fuse Box Cover
Latch Black. Gas Spring. Glove Box Handle. Headliner Clip Beige. Headliner Clip - Rear Beige.
Hex Nut - 8mm. Hood Release Hinge - Driver Side. Interior Door Handle - Driver Side. Interior
Door Handle - Passenger Side. Interior Panel Clip. Interior Rear View Mirror. Interior Trim Clip.
Knob Volume. Knob - Programming. Latch Cable - Front and Rear. Lock Assembly - Passenger
Side. Lock Button Black. Manual Trans Shift Knob. Odometer Reset Button. Parking Brake Pedal
Pad. Pet Divider Lift Support. Power Mirror Control Button. Push Button Cap Gray. Push Button
Kit. Retainer Beige. Retainer Black. Retainer Clip Black. Retaining Clip Blue. Seat Belt Catch.
Seat Belt Catch - Rear Double. Seat Belt Stop Button Black. Seat Upholstery- Front Bottom Oak.
Selector Gate - Driver Side Oak. Six Point Socket Screw.

